
Secret Santa

1. Number

2. Noun Plural

3. Location

4. Location

5. Beverage

6. Noun

7. Verb Base Form

8. Noun

9. Mode Of Transportation

10. Noun

11. Verb Base Form

12. Animal Pack
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Secret Santa

In a not so distant past but what seems like number years ago, 4 amazing women were brought together

by beer and the want to get to know new Noun Plural . In just a few hours they discovered the struggle of

using Location money, that 2 of them both worked at location and they all shared a love of crime

and beverage . From that day forward the relationship blossomed into a beautiful Noun . For the

next 4 months, life seemed great. They would go out to dinner, go Verb Base Form and overall just

supported one another (with Sarah constantly trying to set Victoria up along the way). Fast forward to March

16th, a stay at home order is issued. Slowly one by one Noun start to disappear. First Adrienne, she

mode of transportation across the country and end up in Tennessee to be with the love of her life. Then

Victoria sells all her belonging and begins to travel the country in her Noun . Suddenly the wolf pack of

4 has shrank to 2. Anna and Sarah continue to get together and Verb Base Form their lives but a part of

them was always missing. The thing that keeps each girl going is the knowledge that one day thy would be

together again and the animal pack would be whole. July 3rd the girls will be reunited, however there is a

twist. Having Adrienne, Anna and Victoria looking up at Sarah and Alec exchange their vows just doesn't seem

right. What seems right is having the three of them stand at the alter beside Sarah. I am so grateful to have met

you all. YOu have truly become some of my closest friends and cannot imagine how I would have survived

COVID without all. I would love nothing more then for you three to be my bridemaids.
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